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We have studied the behaviour of swift heavy ions, of initial charge Zo, transmitted in a crystal.
More precisely we have measured, for various values of Za, the mean stopping power experienced by the
ions of exit charge Z, together with the charge distribution n(Z).

In this short note, we describe briefly the instrumental set-up, and give two specific results which
make it possible to appreciate the accuracy and sensitivity of the experiment.

In a few laboratories, among which Grand Accélérateur National d'Ions Lourds (G.A.N.I.L.) in Caen,
heavy ions of large charges Za (like hydrogenoid xenons, of Zg = 53) are now available. We have decided
to study the fate of such ions when they travel through crystalline targets, and particularly when they
are channeled, i.e. when they encounter an anomalously low density of electrons in the solid.

The "Ligne d'Ions Super Épluchés" (L.I.S.E.) beam line, which consists in an achromatic ensemble
of two dipoles Di , and Di (see fig. 1) plus twelve quadrupoles Q1.-Q12, is particularly well adapted to
this experiment, since it delivers beams of angular divergence lower than 0.15 mrad. Going downstream
along L.I.S.E., one encounters successively a rotating chopper R in front of a Si — Li X-ray detector for
monitoring the beam ; the goniometric chamber G containing the target, a 17 /im thick Si crystal ; in
front of the chamber, a solid state Ge detector D positioned mostly at 90° to the beam, but possibly at
other angles ; between Di, and D^, a wire chamber beam profiler P where the various charge states Z
spatially separated by Di can be detected ; then, beyond D3, a microchannel plate M thanks to which
coincidence measurements allow to attribute a photon arriving in D to an ion of given exit charge Z.
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Figure 1
Scheme of the experimental set-up (see text).



From this short description, it will be clear that :
1 - for incident ions of charge Z0, the charge distribution n(Z) of ions emerging from the crystal can

be determined from the ensemble (Di + P), together with the energy loss (-dE/dx) of ions Z.
2 - Photons emitted by the ions in (or very close to) the crystal can be detected in D in various

directions. These photons are essentially those produced by radiative electron captures (R.E.C.) for
incident ions completely (or nearly completely) stripped (e.g. Xes3+ions) ; and those produced by
internal desexcitations (e.g. Lyman a lines) for any ion having at least one electron.

In a preliminary experiment [1,2], we nave shown that the quality of the incident beam was good
enough to allow the observation of both axial and planar channeling in the GeV domain of ion energies,
even though the critical angles are of the order of 1 mrad.

Then, using hydrogenoid xenons (Z0 = 53) as incident ions (energy : 25 MeV/u ; equilibrium charge
Zc, ~ 49.5 in our silicon crystal), we have observed, in channeling (as compared to random) conditions :

i / a spectacular quenching of the states of high Z (88 % of emerging ions are hydrogenoid or
heliumoid) indicating a drastically reduced electron capture in the low electron density <110> channels
of the crystal.

ii/ An increase of the number of electron-capture-induced photons, showing (together with i/) a
definite increase of the ratio between radiative and non-radiative captures [3].

In a more recent experiment, xenon ions of identical energy (i.e. identical value of Zeq) but of
lower charge (Zo = 35) have been used. Here again, like in i / , a remarkable tendency to ionic state
quenching occurs : we have even been able to detect a small, but definite, number of ions emerging in
their initial state (Z - Za = 35), in spite of the large difference between this state and the equilibrium
(Zcq-Z ~ 15 !). For the various emerging charges (Z = 36, 37 e t c . ) , the energy loss has been measured.
As long as only M electrons are being stripped-out (in fact, between Z = 36 and Z ~ 42), the energy
loss is found proportional to Z2 where Z is, for an emerging ion Z, its mean charge during its path in
the crystal.

These observations will be described and discussed in detail elsewhere [4]. They will also be compared
to other results of the literature [5,6]. Let us here only underline, in figure 2, the suitability of the L.I.S.E.
beam line to such experiments. Two different data appear on this figure as a function of the angular
orientation of the crystal with regard to the ion beam :

a/ the intensity of Lyman a photons, which exhibits a dip characteristic of axial channeling (here
along <110>).

b/ The number of xenon ions which, having lost one electron, emerge with charge Z = 36.
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Figure 2
Lyman Q production (a./) and number o[emerging 36+ xenon ions (b/) versus angular orientation

of the silicon crystal.
Incident beam : 25 MeV/u Xe ions of charge ZQ — 35+ .



Both these results show that L.I.S.E. is particularly well adapted to the study of crystalline effects
in heavy ion charge exchange phenomena. Especially the extreme quality of the channeling visible in b/
(characteristic half angle : 45 /irad) requires a beam of minute angular spread which is obviously available
in L.I.S.E.
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